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Uncertainty 
This is a work in progress about progress. I am not who you are thinking.  
This is a passage about what to pass on and what makes me faint. This is a  
 
poem that refutes lines and breaks with superstition. This is not a hand, not  
a bowl of chicken soup, not a tax receipt. I may wish it were otherwise. I may  
 
wish they were others. I may switch wishes like twins separated at birth. These  
are words that frame me and catch me in a post-adolescent phrase middling with  
 
age midline. It’s a cause for pause but I’ve other issues not weight-related unless  
you weigh souls. I want you to hear the unsaid. I want you to apply pressure to  
 
the bleed. I want a recant of need by necessity and a sense of the insensate. I’m  
told transformation takes place through repetition and signed the petition. I’m  
 
told string beans taste better roasted with butter. I’m told I’m susceptible to  
double-vision and see what isn’t seeable. I’m taking my time and time is taking  
 
me. This may not be working out but it’s the work before me. I’d rather not be an  
afterthought or a foregone conclusion. I am not wishing myself into existence like  
 
a troll. This may be the function of doubt in a dysfunctional daydream. This may  
be the kiss before death but I swim between extremes and welcome rafts. These  
 
words prod you toward what I won’t say and you will. These are the words that  
praise porosity and sitting spellbound with patterns and hairs in our bed. 
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Moving Toward 
 
I’ve changed my mind. This is an experiment. I am changing my glasses and switching on the 
light. I have shifted my angle and dangle my feet toward the ground in obeyance of gravity. I am 
always a little less of myself around you because of how we circumnavigate opinions and drink 
pinot noir. I see what you mean because you mean what you say, temporarily speaking.  
 
I am confessing to you. My life synchronizes to inaudible music and my fingers tap impatience. 
Self-acceptance is for the birds but I’ve yet to see them question flight. Who can hold onto 
experience before inattention propels a drift? This is a rhetorical question amid a tirade of 
answers that pound the surface and sun melted tar. What I most want to say folded into the 
forgotten of last night’s dream. 
 
I am predisposed to predispostions which may negate everything I believe which I don’t. I try to 
be an optimist but trying gets me to trail condemnation and pour too much wine. I need a break 
but nothing bends. A monk walked into a bar and refused to drink or joke or shrug off my 
comments about wititudes.   
 
This experiment is leading me nowhere which is exactly where I am and may need to be. These 
words hide others despite attempts to disclose transparency. Blame mirrors. Blame car exhaust 
and bleached corals.  
 
Honestly I don’t believe in confessions but if I did, I believe they would relieve me of horrors. 
Alone is not a deficiency nor is reflecting on a locked jaw. I can only breathe so much life into 
this moment before blood sugar levels fall. Losing myself is how I gain clarity but it’s best not 
done while driving on the expressway. Any aha’s that happen coincide with a little death and at 
the wheel I want my way except when losing myself. 
 
I almost revealed my secret. I almost told you nothing.  
 
Admittedly I bifurcate which is not as bad as bigamy. No one modeled flow. No one modeled 
divine inclusion. No one demonstrated art through the feathers in their hat or pirouetted priorities 
to align heart with head with hara. Maybe this is my confession. I never wanted confections 
despite the lickable sweet white powder. I never wanted to sit in the front row or be chosen first. 
 
I’m under the impression that we’ve been imitating each other and am unimpressed. I’ve not said 
this before, not during this respite, not when there’s so much awaiting the line, so much at risk, 
so much left to do, extinction waving its red flag which we dispute as blue.  
 
I assume you’re thinking my time’s about up or may have already expired but I’m closer to 
revealing the secret that my body has spent a lifetime concealing and folding into flesh. I’m 
about to say. I’m about to get up. I’m about to face fear and back away from nothing which is 
something to be given credit for although it’s not my original idea.  
 



 
 
 
 
I’m changing my mind which is changing my body which is changing words on the move on the 
mend toward unity. I can say it in ways too precious for belief. Too ridiculous. My tongue travels 
spaces and returns with spit. What you see into my nothing is what you see and my willingness 
holds no one hostage to this experiment.    
 
I’m almost done. I will go on. Read between the lies. Read between the sheets and practice not 
what is preached but what intimates stones and light and wheat and touch. 
 
 
  



 
 
For the Shelf 
We who let words have their way with us get out of the way. We get into the lineated flesh of 
breath, the flush deliberation sighing and rendering the couch occupied. This is the way we tug 
our boat without sink or stink. We float towards the ineluctable. A paragraph in sentience. We 
claim boundaries have no claim like the wettest of welcome kisses.  
 
No harm in this arm’s race onto the page. No one suffers strangulation by a poet’s hand. In 
versely directs no menace and no negation, but a position of evanescence emerging, syllabic 
stops, implosions, and flow. Not only meaning, but a transmission for hears tuned, hara 
unadorned, the yes of risk after risk after page. The polar bear needs its ice and we our page. 


